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Project Title: Don’t Starve (Game)
1. Project Overview:
The goal of my website is to be generally informational and promotional. Display the
game in a way that explains what it has to offer so people would want to buy it or go
watch a lets play of it.
2. Resources:
Wiki page: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Don%27t_Starve
Images can be found on google images or at these websites or from your own game
Don’t Starve website: https://www.klei.com/games/dont-starve
Steam website: https://store.steampowered.com/app/219740/Dont_Starve/
3. Audience:
This website should be promoting Don’t Starve in order to get people interested in the
game enough for them to want to buy it from a proper source. Targeted audience would
be a range of ages but mostly people who are interested in videogames and are wondering
whether or not to buy this game (or just want to know more about it).
4. Message:
I would like to focus on what this game has to offer and why people should play it. I also
want to show the interesting art style they used for the characters and the environments.
5. Tone:

The tone should be very much like the game. It could be dark with hints of blue and
orange representing the night and lighting a fire. It could also be a warm tone such as a
warm orange or green to represent what the game looks like in the day time. Use google
images of this game as a color palette reference or use your favorite moments of this
game since you have played it before. Don’t use Shipwreck’s color palette as the main
aesthetic. Images below.

6. Visual Style:

I really like the layout out of the Life Is Strange website so maybe looking at Don’t
Starve’s website and incorporating elements from Life Is Strange’s website. Images
below. As for type, check google fonts or typekit and see if there is a font similar to the
don’t starve font that you can use for the headers of the different pages. I also included an
image of the font the website used.
Tone Images:

Visual Style Images:

